Both sociological and psychological studies show that no persuasions or scientific accounts for inevitability or even usefulness of a conflict can reduce and remove the fear of conflicts, both as social phenomena and facts of individual emotional experience (Terner, 1985; Vasilyuk, 1984) .
The undertaken efforts to separatethe conceptsof contentful (good) and communal The conslusion seems to be straightforward:
it is necessary to set up and consistently cultivate a new cultural tradition, mainly through education.
But this requires exposing the successfully working reasons and psychological mechanisms of the conflictophobia in order to create conditions for introducing conflicts as form and content of education.
It looks no less important in terms of therapy which usually tries to escape from conflicts just because its resolution requires constructing, and for a patient it means to be involved into another conflict.
The most important item in the psychological discussion of conflicts is that any conflict irrespective of its matter and phenomenal realization (inner or outer) is formed as a structure by splitting of the self (ego), and as a process by mutual changes in the collided actions (action modes).
Insisting on the fact that this thesis is related both to inner and outer conflict, I would note that the essensial difference between inter-facing where the activities change mutually and facing where only one activity is subject to changes.
The I feel that this is the only way to practice the non-simplified approach to a conflict and to actually resolve the contraduction it stands for, unlike the conflict of choice commonly discussed in psychology.
The word "train" ("cultivate") is specially charged meaning specific psychological and pedagogical work on early stages of ontogenesis.
It is at these stages, at the begining of the development of game activity, followed by the educational one, that a child has no yet conflict stereotypes, no phobias of self-splitting that saves him from a рге-conflict phobic emotional experience, appearing in an adult whois aware of conflict-bearing nature of a situation. as «How and where a pupil gets puzzled (gets his task)?» Before discussing this problem we have to outline the subject of study. This is generally teacher's activity embracing pupil' s activities .
The educational activity itself is, on the one hand, an objective of pedagogical activity and on the other hand it is its subject.
The discussion of educational activity as a 2. Aiming at assimilation of certain domains of knowledge beyond a general content of activity (a non-subject approach).
3. An apriori assumption that only goood The instructive action not to turn into a single fragmental act requires that a pupil reflexively «grasped» the whole mechanism of the subjectivation and then converted it into a mode of action and a new ability.
Schematically, in an instructive play it looks as follows.
According to game terms groups of instructed players receive a collective task, known to anticipate their actual abilities and lying within the zone of the nearest development. The organizers proceed from the fact that the means necessary for to solve such tasks are making up a subject for the future study. The atmosphere of game and non-personified actions free the pupils from responsibility and allow to propose solutions at random.
In the discussig it turned out that first, the task was «solved» because itwas «given», due to a stereotype of disciplined behaviour in the system of relations «teacher/pupil», i. e. solved not for oneself but for the teacher; second, a pdychological situation in every group of players, as a rule, is so that except an imposed task one more is actually being solved, the one's own, connected with the status of a group and selfappreciation; third, similar attitude to the imposed task (a stereotype of a formal execution) turns not to raise but, on the contrary, to lower the status and self-appreciation.
Here, the instructor either can act as a side in an outer conflict or as an organizer of inter-group collisions (this is more effective), not missing primitive actions of the groups. At the expence of fixation in the discussion the third conclusion, collision is translated into an inner conflict.
The inner conflict becomes a subject of the further discussion, it can be solved either by a new attitude towards the set taskproviding it with a new value, or by defence and going out of the play. The participants are aware of both issues.
That is why every time the solution has a perfectly pronounced personal shade.
The first issue impllies a question of what means are necessary for resolving the problem.
Actually, the solution, or a way out of the deadlock, is being outlined.
Reflexion of the work doneallows a participant to separate the "imposed" and "own" Our investigations based on the solution of conflict-generating problems (see [4] ) provide a solid proof for presence of the first component; the presence of both components of the conflictophobia mechanism was shown by a relatively small number of the people under test.
